Primary School Planner  Second year of English
UNIT

TOPICS

ACTIVITIES

GAMES

MATERIALS

HANDOUT LINKS

PROJECT
IDEAS
Group posters.
They draw
numbers and
objects e.g. 12
and 12 cars next
to it.
Fashion. Groups
make fashion
posters using
cutouts from
magazines
At the end of the
topic, the town
plans can go on
the wall

1

120

1. Counting
round the class
2. How many
chairs can you
see? etc.

Bingo

Bingo grids

11 – 20
wordsearch

2

clothes

What are you
wearing?
Who's wearing
blue shoes?

Lexis – see
games for
class

Magazines,
scissors, glue,
card
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3

shops

Teacher says
to class  Drive
me to the
supermarket,
and each group
drives there in
the toy car.

Card, colours,
toy cars.

shops

4

weather
and
seasons

Mime game to
guess the
weather or
season.

Card, rulers,
scissors,
colours, blutack

englishbanana.com

The best map
can go on the
wall and the
studes have to
update the
weather
conditions every
class.

5

The Time,
o'clock
only

What's the
time, Mr Wolf?

card, colours,
split pins,
compass

englishbanana.com

Studes make
their own clocks
using split pins.

6

in, on,
under

Groups make a
big plan of a
town with
roads. They
drive a toy car
to a place and
say  Where
am I? At the
station.
Groups do a
weather map of
their country
and clouds and
suns etc to
place on the
map with
bluetack. They
ask the teacher
 What's the
weather like in
Chiang Mai?
On a learning
clock, teacher
sets the time,
then flashes it
very quickly at
class. See who
gets it.
Teacher puts a
rubber in, on or
under a
cassette box
behind a folder.
Studes have to
guess where it
is. Find out
who has magic
powers

In on under gap fill

The Point System Have elections each term for team captains, who then handpick their teams.
Prize for winning team at end of term. Points off for bad behaviour  you'll never have to shout
again!
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